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Sept/Oct Nov/Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Summer

First ACT
April 17 and/or
June 12, 2021

First 
SAT

May 8, 
2021

First SAT Subject 
Test/s

June 5, 
2021

Junior Year

Early SAT Option

Tour 
Colleges

Tour 
Colleges

Feb break

Spring 
break

Continue 
Touring 
Colleges
Summer

▪ Start Common Application
▪ Draft Common App personal 

statement
▪ Start looking at writing 

requirements from colleges 
that don’t accept Common 
Application

Summer

PSAT/
NMSQT (if 

offered)

Oct 14, 
2020

Pre ACT/
PSAT (if offered)

10th grade

Early ACT Option

Feb 6, 
2021

March 13, 
2021

Free SAT 
(for Public Schools 

Only)

Spring 
2021

Summer 
ACT 
(not 

offered in 
NYS)

July 17, 
2021 

Summer 
SAT

August 28, 
2021 

(anticipated)
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Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

ACT/ACT 
sections
Sept 11 or 

Oct 23, 2021 
(anticipated)

SAT

Oct 2, 2021 
(anticipated)

Additional SAT 
Subject Test/s or 

retakes

Nov 6, 2021 
(anticipated)

Fallback option to 
retake  ACT/ ACT 

sections
Dec  11, 2021 
(anticipated)

Senior Year

Fallback option to 
retake  SAT

Nov 6 and Dec 
4, 2021 

(anticipated)

Continue seeing colleges in 
fall and lining up 

overnights and interviews

Fall

Early Decision I 
Applications
Early/mid Nov 
(notifications 

released mid Dec)

Regular 
Applications

Mid Dec

Early Decision II
Applications

Early/mid Jan 
(notifications released  

mid Feb)

Early Action 
Applications

Early Nov 
(notifications 

released mid Dec)

Regular 
Applications 
Notifications

Late Mar

If eligible, submit FAFSA (Free 
Application for Federal Student 
Aid) after acceptance – see 
individual school sites for 
deadline information
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ACT vs. SAT AT-A-GLANCE

 ACT SAT 

Scoring ▪ Scale of 1-36 ▪ Scale of 400-1600 

Length and 
timing 

▪ Both tests are about the same length, but the ACT has more questions.   

▪ More time per question on the SAT, which tends to mean more in-depth 

questioning 

Science ▪ Separate science section devoted to 

analyzing and interpreting data 

▪ Counts as a quarter of overall score 

▪ No such section, although some 

questions in both reading and writing, 

and in math, will involve analyzing 

and interpreting data 

▪ 2 reading passages will include 

science topics 

Math ▪ Counts as a quarter of overall score 

▪ Calculator can be used for every 

question 

▪ Multiple choice (5 options) 

▪ Questions get more advanced as test 

progresses 

▪ Counts as a half of overall score 

▪ Includes separate calculator and non-

calculator sections 

▪ Contains multiple choice (4 options) 

and free response questions 

▪ Some simple formulae provided 

Reading ▪ Significantly more time per question on SAT (and more questions overall), so 

questions tend to be more in-depth 

English 
(ACT)/Writing 
and Language 
(SAT) 

▪ Again, more time per question on SAT 

▪ Both ask students to improve expression of ideas and grammar. However, ACT 

also asks students to identify style and tone. 

▪ SAT passages may contain graphs or charts. 

Essay ▪ Analyze and evaluate 3 perspectives 

on an issue & your own perspective 

and how they relate. 

▪ Explain how the author of a passage 

builds an argument. 

Better suited 
for… 

▪ Students who prefer straightforward 

questions 

▪ Endurance students who can move 

quickly 

▪ Students who can process scientific 

data in a logical way and want to 

present as ‘science’ students 

▪ Test-anxiety students who are 

comforted by the potential option  to 

retake individual sections 

▪ “Mathy” students who like puzzle-

type questions  

▪ Students who don’t rely on a 

calculator 

▪ Students with strong reading skills 

▪ Students who prefer data/chart and 

word problems in math 
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ACT OVERVIEW 

Structure English Test 
45 minutes 
75 questions 

Math 
60 minutes 
60 questions 

Reading Comprehension 
35 minutes 
40 questions 

Science Test  
35 minutes 
40 questions 

Essay (optional) 
40 minutes 

 

Scoring The composite score is reported in the range 1-36. 
 
The test is scored in the four separate sections: English, Math, Reading, and 
Science, each on a scale of 1-36. The composite score is the average of these 
four scores. 
 
The essay score is reported separately. It is scored over 4 areas (Ideas and 
Analysis, Development and Support, Organization, and Language Use and 
Conventions) which are averaged to produce a score on a scale of 2-12. 
 

Notes No guessing penalty 
Calculator can be used for entire math section 
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English 

● 5 separate passages 

● Tested on: 

o Conventions of standard English (punctuation, grammar, usage, and sentence structure) 

o Rhetorical skills (strategy, organization, and style) 

● Spelling and vocabulary are not tested. 

● Questions may ask about an underlined portion, a paragraph, or the passage as a whole. 

Math 

● 60 questions. Questions tend to increase in difficulty. 

● Calculator use is permitted.  

● Topics include: 

o Elementary and intermediate algebra 

o Coordinate and plane geometry 

o Trigonometry 

● Knowledge of basic formulae is assumed. 

Reading 

● 4 passages, one of which may contain two separate passages. 

● Passages topics are: 

o Literary narrative or prose fiction 

o Social Science 

o Humanities  

o Natural Science 

● Tested on: 

o Determining main ideas 

o Locating and interpreting significant details 

o Understanding sequence of events and cause-effect relationships 

o Making comparisons  

o Vocabulary in context  

o Analyzing author’s voice and method 
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Science 

● 6 passages featuring: 

o Data representation 

o Research summaries 

o Conflicting viewpoints 

● Tested on: 

o Interpretation 

o Analysis 

o Evaluation 

o Reasoning 

o Problem solving 

● Calculators are not permitted for this section. 

 

Essay (Writing) 

● Optional 

● The task: 

o Evaluate and analyze three perspectives on a given issue 

o State and develop your own perspective 

o Explain the relationship between your opinion and the perspectives 

● Scored on four domains: 

o Ideas and Analysis 

o Development and Support 

o Organization 

o Language Use and Conventions 

● Awarded a score of 1-6 on each area by two readers, resulting in a total score of 2-12 for each 

section. Scores are then averaged.  

Note: Students taking the ACT under regular-time conditions will take an additional 20-minute section 

that will not count toward their score.
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SAT OVERVIEW 
 

Structure Reading Test 
65 minutes 
52 questions 

Writing and Language Test 
35 minutes 
44 questions 

Math Test (No calculator) 
25 minutes 
20 questions 

Math Test (Calculator) 
55 minutes 
38 questions 

Essay (optional) 
50 minutes 

 

Scoring The total score is reported in the range of 400-1600. 
 
The test is scored in two separate sections: Reading and Writing, and Math. 
Each section is scored on a scale of 200-800. These scores are then added to 
get the total score. 
 
The essay is scored over 3 areas (Reading, Analysis, and Writing) each in the 
range of 2–8. The scores are not combined. 
 

Notes No guessing penalty 
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Reading 

● 5 passages, one of which may contain two separate passages 

● Passages topics are: 

o One passage from a classic or contemporary work of U.S. or world literature 

o One passage or a pair of passages from either a U.S. founding document or a text in the 

great global conversation it inspired. For example: The U.S. Constitution 

o A selection about economics, psychology, sociology, or another social science 

o Two science passages (or one passage and one passage pair) that examine foundational 

concepts and developments in Earth science, biology, chemistry, or physics 

● Tested on: 

o Command of evidence 

o Words in context 

o Analysis in History/Social Studies and in Science 

● Includes graphs and charts to interpret/analyze 

Writing and Language  

● 4 passages 

● Includes graphs and charts to interpret/analyze   

● Tested on: 

o Command of evidence 

o Words in context 

o Analysis in History/Social Studies and in Science 

o Expression of ideas 

o Standard English conventions 

Math 

● Two separate sections: calculator and no-calculator 

● Multiple choice and free response  

● Tested on: 

o Algebra 

o Data analysis and problem solving, including real-life and scientific examples 

o Advanced math, including quadratics, polynomials, and functions 

o Other topics, such as trigonometry and geometry   
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Essay 

● Optional 

● Task is to explain how the author builds an argument to persuade an audience, supporting your 

explanation with evidence from the passage. 

● Scored on three areas: 

o Reading 

o Analysis 

o Writing 

● Awarded a score of 1-4 on each area by two readers, resulting in a total score of 2-8 for each 

section. Scores are not combined. 

 

 

Note: Some students taking the SAT will take an additional 20-minute section that will not count 

toward their score. 
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2021 ACT DATES 

Test Date Registration Deadline Late Registration Deadline 

February 6, 2021  January 8, 2021 January 29, 2021 

April 17, 2021  March 12, 2021 April 9, 2021 

June 12, 2021  May 7, 2021 June 4, 2021 

*July 17, 2021 June 18, 2021 July 9, 2021 

**September 11, 2021 tba tba 

**October 23, 2021  tba tba 

**December 11, 2021 tba tba 

 

*No test centers are scheduled in New York for the July test date. Students may wish to register out-of-

state.   

**Estimated dates 

Register at www.act.org. The ACT will notify you via email of your scores and allow you to view your 

score reports online. 

 

2021 SAT DATES 

SAT Date SAT Subject Tests? Registration Deadline Late Registration Deadline 
March 13, 2021 No February 12, 2021 February 23, 2021 
May 8, 2021 Yes April 8, 2021 April 17, 2021 
June 5, 2021 Yes May 6, 2021 May 26, 2021 
August 28, 2021 Yes tba tba 
October 2, 2021 Yes tba tba 

November 6, 2021 Yes tba tba 

December 4, 2021 Yes tba tba 

  

Register at www.collegeboard.org. College Board will notify you via email of your scores and allow you 

to view your score reports online. 

New York State also offers a free SAT to all public school students in March 2021 (anticipated).

 

  

http://www.act.org/
http://www.collegeboard.org/
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TEST ANXIETY 

What is it? 

● A seemingly uncontrollable amount of nervousness, often connected specifically to 

standardized exams, that sometimes doesn’t manifest until preparation begins – or even on 

test day. 

● Symptoms: head going blank, discouraging self-talk, second-guessing, re-reading without 

absorbing, upset stomach, feeling faint, frantic or invasive thoughts, inability to focus on the 

task at hand. May also include loss of appetite and insomnia in the days leading up to the test. 

What can one do to counter anxiety? 

● Call it what it is, then remind yourself you know what to do about it. 

● Get out of your head and into your body: flex your muscles, stretch, do a breathing sequence, 

use positive self-talk. 

● For many, even five or ten minutes of simple meditation can have a significant impact on 

settling nerves and preparing mentally. (There are lots of free apps out there for excellent 

guided meditations.) 

● Avoid cramming! One of the most effective ways to combat anxiety is to be properly prepared 

and as confident as possible.  

● Get sufficient sleep in the days leading up to the test so your brain is functioning at its peak. 

● Don’t study the night before the exam! Find a way to relax the night before and get your mind 

OFF the exam. Watch a favorite movie, play a favorite game, pursue a favorite pastime.  

● On the day of the test, eat a full breakfast (as opposed to coffee and bagel on the run). 

● Arrive at the testing center in plenty of time. Rushing to get there on time creates a frantic 

state and generates situational anxiety. 

How does anxiety affect test prep? 

● Test prep should include an awareness that some degree of test anxiety is a real thing for most 

kids. 

● Don’t underestimate the potential for anxiety, and be prepared with strategies to alleviate it. 

● If anxiety is a known issue, consider taking the ACT because of the potential ability to re-do 

single sections.
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ACCOMMODATIONS 

● Accommodations for the SAT/ACT can include time and a half, double time, and use of a 

computer (more rarely: a reader and testing over multiple days). 

 

● Students qualify for accommodations due to a history of learning issues, an IEP, or a 

neuropsychological evaluation with a learning disability diagnosis. 

 

● Beacon contact: Lindsay Peyton, lpeyton@beaconschool.org    

 

mailto:lpeyton@beaconschool.org
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SAT SUBJECT TESTS* 

*formerly known as “SAT IIs” 

What are they?  

● 1-hour tests in practically every academic subject: Chemistry, Spanish, Literature, Math, etc. 

Who requires them? 

● Only a few colleges – check their websites. Some colleges will say “optional.” 

Who should take them? 

● Students who excel in a particular subject as well students taking AP courses in pertinent 

subjects 

When are they offered? 

● Different subjects are offered on different dates: check the College Board website for 

registration information. 
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2021-2022 ANTICIPATED COMMON APPLICATION ESSAY PROMPTS 

“What do you want the readers of your application to know about you apart from courses, grades, and test 

scores? Choose the option that best helps you answer that question and write an essay of no more than 650 

words, using the prompt to inspire and structure your response.” 

 

1. Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so meaningful they believe 

their application would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, then please share your story.  

2. The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to later success. Recount a 

time when you faced a challenge, setback, or failure. How did it affect you, and what did you learn 

from the experience?  

3. Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What prompted your 

thinking? What was the outcome?  

4. Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. It can be an intellectual challenge, 

a research query, an ethical dilemma - anything that is of personal importance, no matter the scale. 

Explain its significance to you and what steps you took or could be taken to identify a solution.  

5. Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal growth and a 

new understanding of yourself or others.  

6. Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all track of time. Why 

does it captivate you? What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more?  

7. Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you've already written, one that responds 

to a different prompt, or one of your own design.
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THREE SAMPLE COLLEGE ESSAYS 

#1 

Joseph Liggio 

High School: Suffern High School  

College Plans: Manhattan College 

 

The thought of achieving any sort of higher education has often been an overlooked, or just plain 
disregarded idea in my family for generations. I’ve come from a long line of ancestors that labored 
throughout life to make ends meet, often leaving school early to take up a job and support a struggling 
family. Only one of my grandparents even attended high school, let alone graduated. Both of my 
parents made it through, albeit barely passing, yet went straight to work, abandoning any idea of 
studying further due to poor finances, poor academics and a generally poor attitude to the sort of idea. 

But I knew early on in life that they expected more of me, that I was supposed to serve as the outlier to 
the norm in my family and end the long line of subpar students, that I would be the one to further my 
education, and go on to do something more meaningful with my life. 

The thought scared the hell out of me. And to be honest, it still does. 

Because the thing is, I don’t know where I want to go from here. All my life I’ve never been able to give 
a response to that oft-asked question, “So Joe, what do you want to be when you’re grown up?” Had 
my grandparents been confronted with that same query, they couldn’t have answered simply because 
they had no choice in the matter. A Great Depression, a family of seven or a draft notice from the Army 
were among some of the more pressing issues at hand. They couldn’t answer because they had no 
other options. I can’t answer because I have too many. 

Yet I want to answer that question. And I guess that’s part of the reason I’m writing this essay. I’ve 
accepted the fact that, right now, I simply don’t know who I’m going to be, and that it’s going to take 
some time before I can finally look around and think to myself, “I want to spend my life doing this.” But 
I’ve come to realize that college can serve as the catalyst that gets me there, the place where I can 
begin to learn and see the world on my own terms, and take advantage of the choices I’ve been 
blessed with the ability to make, when the same couldn’t be said about the generations that came 
before me. I know that with the freedom to study what I want to learn, I can pursue a career born, not 
out of necessity, but out of choice. I’ve been given the opportunity to change not just myself, but the 
attitude that my own family will have toward higher education, and the doors that it can open in their 
own lives. 

Nevertheless, the thought of being the first in my family to attend college remains daunting. At times, I 
feel tasked with a responsibility of near-prophetic proportions, as if I’m The One to finally bring about 
an end to the decades-old struggle of “a lineage gone unlearned.” I’ve come to accept it as a challenge. 
And the more I think about it, the more I see it as something gratifying. It’s taken years of trial, but I 
will emerge as the outlier for my family. I will finally end the cycle for us. 

The fear remains, but I’ve come to realize that the pride outweighs. 
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#2 

Erica Meister 

High School: Northville High School  

College Plans: Stanford University 

 

In 2015, Northville, the place I consider to be my hometown, was named the snobbiest city in 
Michigan. I prefer to describe Northville as reckless. 

The more enterprising students of Northville High School specialize in the selling of three goods: 
marijuana, Adderall and test answers, all goods many of my peers don’t think twice about using. We’re 
from Northville. Most of us know nothing of consequences or responsibility for our actions, because 
our fathers can cover for us with cash and connections. We’ve been raised in such privilege that we 
feel enabled to say and do whatever we want, thoughtlessly. 

Several years back, when the rap aesthetic was particularly prominent, most of the males came to 
school in ill-fitting jeans that sagged below their designer boxers, sporting T-shirts and necklaces that 
likely cost more than the weekly income for the average person, in imitation of their favorite rapper. 
They carried themselves like Eminem and spewed out Jay Z verses about being raised in extreme urban 
poverty and racism, before parroting their parents’ views on the “communist” welfare programs. 

Derogatory terms for gays, the disabled and people of color are shouted in the hallway, right over the 
heads of people to whom those refer. From experience, I can certify that the administration does little 
besides halfheartedly admonish reported bullies and send them on their way to continue their reign of 
terror. 

To my chagrin, I have occasionally fallen into a similar mindset. I once asked a friend, whose family I 
knew was struggling, what AP tests she planned to take. She replied that her family couldn’t afford any. 
I had forgotten how bad her circumstances were and had asked my question without thinking. I found 
myself victim to the disease that infiltrates Northville, the same carelessness I despise. Northville’s 
gilded bubble caused me to forget that some don’t have the luxury of affording even the reduced price 
of standardized tests. 

Aside from being potentially harmful, this recklessness creates a sense of emptiness for me. Superficial, 
materialistic and shallow, we’re all too busy going on to the next thing, focusing on getting an A and 
not about learning the material, and getting our rib into a conversation without listening to what was 
actually said. Our sole aim is to keep moving. Where, how and at what cost are irrelevant questions to 
us, and thus we manage to remove all trace of purpose from our actions. 

My most prominent goal has always been to leave Northville behind, to find a world in which people 
act consciously, aware that their actions affect others, and choose to delve deeper by asking questions 
and seeking legitimate answers that may differ from their limited understanding. In the meantime, I 
aspire to prepare myself by being more thoughtful, informed and, most of all, careful. 

 

Both accessed from “Memories and Hopes: The Top Essays,” May 13, 2016, New York Times, 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/05/12/your-money/student-college-essays-about-money.html.  
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#3 

Stephen [Last Name Withheld] 

Johns Hopkins University 

 

I had never broken into a car before. 

We were in Laredo, having just finished our first day at a Habitat for Humanity work site. The Hotchkiss 
volunteers had already left, off to enjoy some Texas BBQ, leaving me behind with the college kids to 
clean up. Not until we were stranded did we realize we were locked out of the van. 

Someone picked a coat hanger out of the dumpster, handed it to me, and took a few steps back. 

“Can you do that thing with a coat hanger to unlock it?” 

“Why me?” I thought. 

More out of amusement than optimism, I gave it a try. I slid the hanger into the window’s seal like I’d 
seen on crime shows, and spent a few minutes jiggling the apparatus around the inside of the frame. 
Suddenly, two things simultaneously clicked. One was the lock on the door. (I actually succeeded in 
springing it.) The other was the realization that I’d been in this type of situation before. In fact, I’d been 
born into this type of situation. 

My upbringing has numbed me to unpredictability and chaos. With a family of seven, my home was 
loud, messy, and spottily supervised. My siblings arguing, the dog barking, the phone ringing—all 
meant my house was functioning normally. My Dad, a retired Navy pilot, was away half the time. When 
he was home, he had a parenting style something like a drill sergeant. At the age of nine, I learned how 
to clear burning oil from the surface of water. My Dad considered this a critical life skill—you know, in 
case my aircraft carrier should ever get torpedoed. “The water’s on fire! Clear a hole!” he shouted, 
tossing me in the lake without warning. While I’m still unconvinced about that particular lesson’s 
practicality, my Dad’s overarching message is unequivocally true: much of life is unexpected, and you 
have to deal with the twists and turns. 

Living in my family, days rarely unfolded as planned. A bit overlooked, a little pushed around, I learned 
to roll with reality, negotiate a quick deal, and give the improbable a try. I don’t sweat the small stuff, 
and I definitely don’t expect perfect fairness. So what if our dining room table only has six chairs for 
seven people? Someone learns the importance of punctuality every night. 

But more than punctuality and a special affinity for musical chairs, my family life has taught me to 
thrive in situations over which I have no power. Growing up, I never controlled my older siblings, but I 
learned how to thwart their attempts to control me. I forged alliances, and realigned them as 
necessary. Sometimes, I was the poor, defenseless little brother; sometimes I was the omniscient 
elder. Different things to different people, as the situation demanded. I learned to adapt. 

Back then, these techniques were merely reactions undertaken to ensure my survival. But one day this 
fall, Dr. Hicks, our Head of School, asked me a question that he hoped all seniors would reflect on 
throughout the year: “How can I participate in a thing I do not govern, in the company of people I did 
not choose?” 
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The question caught me off guard, much like the question posed to me in Laredo. Then, I realized I 
knew the answer. I knew why the coat hanger had been handed to me. 

Growing up as the middle child in my family, I was a vital participant in a thing I did not govern, in the 
company of people I did not choose. It’s family. It’s society. And often, it’s chaos. You participate by 
letting go of the small stuff, not expecting order and perfection, and facing the unexpected with 
confidence, optimism, and preparedness. My family experience taught me to face a serendipitous 
world with confidence. 

 

Accessed from “Essays That Worked, JHU Class of 2019.” https://apply.jhu.edu/apply/essays-that-worked/#essay1 

 

https://apply.jhu.edu/apply/essays-that-worked/#essay1
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SAMPLE COLLEGE SUPPLEMENTAL ESSAY TOPICS 

Marist (1 supplement): 

1) Why do you think Marist is a good match for you? (250 words) 

 

Yale (2 essays + several “short take” questions): 

1) Think about an idea or topic that has been intellectually exciting for you. Why are you drawn to 

it? (250 words) 

 

2) What is it about Yale that has led you to apply? (125 words) 

 

3) What inspires you? (35 words) 

 

Georgetown University (not on Common App – 2 two essays + school-specific essay): 

1) Indicate any special talents or skills you possess. 

 

2) Briefly discuss the significance to you of the school or summer activity in which you have been 

most involved. (300-400 words)
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USEFUL RESOURCES 

A simple Google search for whatever you need will yield hundreds of results, but we have included a 
few of our favorites here. Your child’s college counselor will also have good info. 

CREATING A LIST OF COLLEGES: 

o U.S. News & World Report: Find the Best Colleges for You! (book).  A behemoth. 
o Naviance: This is a college and career-planning software that many high schools use. Your child 

can search for appropriate colleges and also manage college applications on the site.  
o Fiske Guide to Colleges: This is a massive book updated annually that gives you everything you 

want to know about colleges, including comments from students directly. It is the #1 bestselling 
college guide (by a former NY Times editor).  

o Colleges That Change Lives: 40 Schools That Will Change the Way You Think About Colleges, 
by Loren Pope.  Available on Amazon or through independent bookstores. Includes many 
colleges that aren’t perennial favorites for the well-educated NYC crowd.  

o Numerous websites help students compile lists of colleges and also include helpful scholarship 
info as well as insider reviews to help personalize the process. Check out www.unigo.com, 
www.cappex.com, and www.chegg.com for starters. 

OTHER RESOURCES: 

o Khan Academy: Free online SAT preparation that’s personalized to every student – includes 8 
official full-length practice tests - www.khanacademy.org/sat  

o ACT Academy: Free personalized online ACT practice resource program www.academy.act.org 

o www.collegeconfidential.com : This site has a college search tool, a scholarship search tool, 
discussion boards, straight skinny from current students, etc. Note: DO NOT use the “chance 
me” function – this is where students can enter their scores/grades so that random people can 
judge whether they’ll get in to a specific school. These “randos” are unqualified, and their 
feedback is stress-inducing. Most of the other information on the site is useful, though.  

o www.fairtest.org: This site lists test-optional colleges. Good for students whose test scores do 
not match their native intelligence or abilities.  

o Scholly: a scholarship app that matches students with potential scholarships, tracks scholarship 
application status (including deadlines), and provides guidance on how to write attention-
getting essays. Students can create an account at myscholly.com or download the Scholly app. 
Membership fee is $3.75 per month. 

o The New York Times features current and archived admissions articles here: 
www.nytimes.com/topic/subject/college-and-university-admissions. Wide-ranging topics 
include application essays, early decision vs. regular decision, and featured students on their 
path toward admissions.  

o www.coalitionforcollegeaccess.org/ An alternative to the Common Application. Use it to apply 
to a (growing) list of over 100 schools. Coalition schools tend to be more affordable and they 
offer a fee-waiver for eligible students. 

o Useful search term:  Common data set + college name. Use this to find information on the 
demographics of accepted students for any college. 
 

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://academy.act.org/?_ga=2.124443338.1357638650.1570564369-562131901.1567631123
http://www.collegeconfidential.com/
http://www.fairtest.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/topic/subject/college-and-university-admissions
http://www.coalitionforcollegeaccess.org/

